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Editorial
W

elcome to not only the first issue of the
New Year but to our 20th so far in this
incredible journey. It also represents
the three-year anniversary of the magazine
- quite where that time has gone in anyones
guess!
It’s a tough time of year for the angler, whatever
species is targeted, with pretty inclement
weather a seemingly permanent fixture across
the island of Ireland so far this winter season.
Still, the evenings are stretching out and
spring isn’t all that far away. Ever since the
beginning of this publication we have tried
to keep everything as bang up to date and
contemporary as possible, including what
material appears in each issue. There is little
value for most anglers in continually throwing
in summer or autumn articles in the winter, for
example, just to fill space - so we just don’t do
this! Almost everything you ever see in the mag
you can go and try right now, and this issue is
no exception.

Follow us:

I wish you the very best of luck in what fishing
you are able to get done over the coming weeks.
The long, dark days of winter will soon be a
thing of the past - like you, I can’t wait!

Read us:
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A massive thanks and well done to
issue 20 contributors Stuart Percy, Sid
Kennedy, Dr. Ken Whelan, Peter Driver,
Gary Robinson and Geoff Cooper.

We have some great material on finding the
monster sea trout of the infamous Lough
Currane with specimen hunter Sid Kennedy and
some food for thought about nipping over to
Wales after grayling whilst our rivers are closed it’s a surprisingly affordable trip, as Peter Driver
explains. There is also a distinct “scientific” slant
to this issue, with articles on cancer in pike,
what dredging does to our river’s ecologies (and
fishing) and another fantastic, informed update
on pink salmon from the one and only Dr. Ken
Whelan. There really is, in our view, more to
fishing than just catching fish and we always try
to present the bigger picture...
The support of each and every reader, old
and new, is what helps keep the faith in what
is, in reality, little more than a voluntary job
of producing this magazine. It is, of course,
incredibly rewarding and over these past three
years I really feel Off the Scale has completely
redefined exactly what can be achieved by a
100% free publication when it is driven by love
and passion. Hopefully, with your support, the
mag continues to go from strength to strength
over 2018 and beyond!

Off the Scale

Thanks again to all of you who have purchased
one of our lovingly-produced wall calendars, or
one our “Best of” books - although they have
nearly all gone already! Check out the details
of our new online shop on pg xx to get yours. It
really helps support what we do and provide
here and is forever appreciated!

As always, thank you to each and
every one of the people behind the
scenes and to our advertisers for their
continued support. And lastly, thank you
to all our thousands of readers - you
make it all worthwhile!

Brrrr!

Please spread the word! Send emails
and messages to friends, like and
share us on social media, tell everyone
you know about the great work here at
Off the Scale magazine!
Let’s all cast a new eye on angling
together...

Cover shot: The business end
of a wild Irish pike & the last
thing many a bait fish sees!
Photo credit: Bill Brazier

About our page navigation
Navigating through the magazine
is easy! Simply click or tap the
buttons at the bottom of the page,
or use your keyboard arrows
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The boring fine print...
The production of this digital publication in
both online and PDF versions automatically
signifies that all written, photographic
and recorded media material exist under
copyright towards Off the Scale magazine
and its contributors. No material herein
may be reproduced in any form without the
explicit permission of Off the Scale.
The views expressed by contributors within
this publication are not necessarily those
held by Off the Scale magazine.
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UK BANS MICROBEADS

The

lowdown

The major angling news from the past few weeks

IRISH BASS CATCH & RELEASE ONLY FOR 2018
The European Union
has introduced
new regulations
for the Irish bass
recreational fishery,
which will operate
on a catch-andrelease only basis
for 2018.

Photo credit:

Steven Neely

Initially, the EU
proposal was
for a complete ban on all angling for
six months and a catch and release fishery for the next six
months but Irish Minister Michael Creed TD was successful
in helping to overturn the decision to allow C&R angling for
the full year. The new regulations state that ‘In recreational
fisheries, including from shore, in ICES divisions 4b, 4c, 7a to
7k, only catch-and-release fishing for European seabass shall
be allowed. It shall be prohibited to retain on board, relocate,
tranship or land European seabass caught in that area.’ This
will apply across all Irish coastlines for 2018.
According to the latest estimates (National Strategy for Angling
Development), the total direct expenditure of anglers from all
markets on Irish bass and sea angling is in the region of €52
million and €116 million respectively.
The situation is the UK is somewhat different and less clear
at present, with a full C&R fishery in place pending a review
of International Council for the Exploration of the Seas (ICES)
data which may allow anglers a bag limit for the second half of
the year.
Bass stocks in Northern Europe are falling dramatically in
response to over-fishing, with ICES predicting a 2018 total
stock of 6,414 tonnes - this has fallen from some 19,000 tonnes
in 2010 and means stocks are now below critical levels.
Almost every single angler and conservationist would argue
(quite validly) that this decline is due to over-fishing by
commercial operations and not recreational anglers. The vast
majority of anglers feel aggrieved that they have now been
placed in the same category as commercial fishermen when it
comes to the impact they can have on bass stocks.
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Want to share your news with us? Think we’ve missed
something that we should cover? Then drop us a message
via social media or email on editor@offthescaleangling.ie
# lowdownOtS

EU PARLIAMENT VOTES TO BAN ELECTRIC PULSE FISHING
On January 16th, MEPs voted (402 to
232 in favour) to ban electric pulse
fishing in European waters following
a large-scale international public
campaign.
This highly controversial method of
commercial fishing uses electrified
nets and stuns fish temporarily thus
reducing escapement levels from
trawlers nets. Stunning fish with
mild amounts of electricity is a
standard & safe scientific survey
method for localised areas such
as streams and rivers (electrofishing) but commercial pulse
fishing with large electrified nets
impacts non-target species and
under-sized fish on a grand scale.

Technically, the practice is illegal
under European law and was banned
in 1998 although a loophole has
been exploited for a number of years
allowing commercial boats to “trial” the
technology. In particular, pulse fishing
has been used by a large number of
Dutch boats (almost 100 vessels), as
well as several in the UK.

Despite much opposition from certain
corners of the commercial sector,
public campaigners, as well as many
MEPs, have argued that pulse fishing
is wasteful, indiscriminate in what fish
it targets, that it can cause the death
of non-target juvenile fish (unlike
most nets who allow them to escape
through mesh) and that it is in no
way sustainable. Discard rates are
accepted as being in the region of
50-70% of catches. Surely there is a
better answer?
The vote must now be upheld by the
EU Commission to become law.

Photo credit:

Jason Nash

BOTH TAFI & NARA CHOOSE TO LEAVE IRISH PIKE REVIEW PROCESS
Two major Irish
game angling
organisations,
the Trout Anglers
Federation of
Ireland (TAFI)
- which is
Ireland’s national
governing body
for trout angling
- along with the National Angling
Representative Association (NARA) have
chosen to withdraw from the current
Policy Review on the Management of
Pike in Designated Wild Brown Trout
Fisheries currently being conducted by
Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI).
The review, which seeks to find a
solution to the current policy of gill
netting & managing pike on seven
designated trout lakes - Loughs Corrib,
Mask, Conn, Cullin, Cara, Sheelin and
Arrow - also includes the Irish Pike

Society (IPS) and Irish Federation of
Pike Angling Clubs (IFPAC), both of
whom remain in the process.
In a recent press release, TAFI stated
“This unprecedented step has been
taken by both Trout Federations (NARA
and TAFI) because of the evident
bias shown against trout anglers and
their representatives since the start of
the review process by the Chairman
and the IFI members on the Review
Group. In any event, the rationale
for calling this Policy Review already
greatly concerned Trout Angling
representatives, predominantly because
of the introduction to the process of
a questionable ESRI survey and the
portrayal of Pike as a native fish to this
country, notwithstanding the scientific
evidence to the contrary, by IFI.
TAFI and NARA were further
disconcerted when evidence was
uncovered, during the process,

concerning the intentions of Inland
Fisheries Ireland regarding the
management of Pike in Designated Wild
Brown Trout Fisheries which pointed
to one conclusion, that there was a
preconceived outcome to this Policy
Review!”.
In response, Ian Forde, chairman of the
IPS said “IPS note with disappointment
the decision by NARA/TAFI to withdraw
from the current Pike review. However,
as the various members of the review
including NARA/TAFI have already
completed the investigative and
discovery phase of the process, IFI
can complete the review as scheduled
and make their determination based
on the scientific evidence presented
as to the future of Pike Management
in Designated Wild Brown Trout
Fisheries”.
Regardless of any personal views

Plastic microbeads can no longer be
used in cosmetics and personal care
products in the UK, after a longpromised ban came into effect on
Tuesday. The ban initially bars the
manufacture of such products and
a ban on sales will follow in July this
year. The ban had been promised as far back as
2016.
Microplastics are one of the single greatest
threats facing our oceans and life within.
Although microplastics are only a small part (by
weight) of the shocking 8 MILLION TONNES of
plastic pollution that enters our oceans each
year (that’s 22,000 per day), they are highly
damaging to marine life. Microplastics are
mistaken by food by larger animals such as birds
and fish and are now even known to be present
in the tiniest lifeforms such as zooplankton,
the base of all food chains. Microbeads enter
our oceans as they are not screened out by
wastewater treatment plants due to their small
size. Research shows much of our sea food is
now contaminated with plastic and associated
chemicals, of which the long-term implications
remain to be seen. Microplastics have also
recently been shown to cause brain damage in
fish and affect their behaviour.
Campaigners for marine wildlife and the
environment are hoping the Irish government
now follows suit - after similar ban pledges to
the UK- and also enforces a microbead ban.
anyone may have, modern, peerreviewed genetic analysis, funded in
part by IFI, recently found that pike
were in fact native to Ireland, having
been here for at least 8,000 years.
Pike are also an apex predator and
keystone species in freshwater habitats,
controlling the numbers of prey fish
and removing the sick and injured.
It is worth noting that 2017 ESRI survey
(click here) found that an overwhelming
61% majority of self-described trout
anglers in the survey were opposed to
any pike culling on Irish waters which
is a clear indication that an increasing
number of Irish anglers are now well
aware that issues such as eutrophication
(nutrient enrichment), spawning
habitat loss and inadequate catchment
management are impacting wild trout
stocks and not pike, which they have coexisted alongside for centuries.

CLICK HERE
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OUR DRUGS ARE CHANGING
BEHAVIOURS IN FISH

The

lowdown

The major angling news from the past few weeks

€2.2m FUNDING FOR
ANGLING DEVELOPMENT
Over €2million in
funding has recently
been awarded by
Minister Sean Kyne
TD through Inland
Fisheries Ireland (IFI)
for no fewer than 115
angling initiatives
across 23 counties. The funding is part of IFI’s
National Strategy for Angling Development
(NSAD) which, the organisation says, aims to
boost the value of Irish recreational angling
by over €60m annually throughout the
process.
The 2017 funding call was first announced
in August 2017 with local groups and
individuals including local development
associations, tidy towns, angling clubs,
local authorities and others invited to apply
for funding. The projects, which focus on
improving Ireland’s inland fisheries and sea
angling resource, will begin delivery in 2018.
In total, applications for over 140 projects
were received bringing the overall value
of projects applying for funding to above
€2.9million.
The list of projects is varied and includes
habitat rehabilitation works, installation
of angling platforms and improved access.
Particularly pleasing is the award of funding
to a number of youth angling initiatives.
Although it cannot be disputed that Irish
angling is in desperate need of more
development and protection nationwide,
this announcement is most welcome.
Whatever your own personal view is of
Minister Kyne, Inland Fisheries Ireland
and other relevant authorities in Ireland,
you have to admit that this is very, very
promising for the future of Irish angling!
CLICK HERE FOR
COUNTY-BY-COUNTY
DETAILS
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SEASONAL BAN ON COMMERCIAL EEL FISHING
- BUT IS IT ENOUGH TO SAVE SPECIES?
In an attempt to recover
dwindling stocks, the EU has
agreed to ban all European eel
(Anguilla anguilla) fisheries
in the Atlantic, Baltic
and North Sea for three
consecutive months
during eel migration which typically occurs in the
September to January period.
It is up to each Member State
when they enforce the ban
during this period.
Eel populations have collapsed
by an astonishing 95% since
the 1980s, leading the species
to be officially classed as
critically endangered under the
on the International Union for
the Conservation of Nature’s
(IUCN) Red List of Threatened
Species and is at real risk of
extinction. Commercial overfishing as well as migration
barriers like dams and parasitic
infections affecting their swim
bladders and migration are
the root cause of this massive,
widespread decline.

European eels
spawn in the weedy
Sargasso Sea (near
Bermuda) and adults
do not return to freshwater
following this monumental
spawning migration of over
5000km. Baby eels drift with
ocean currents for anything
up to 3 years before reaching
European shores and entering
river estuaries, where they are
known as elvers. Some remain
in estuaries until adulthood,
whilst many navigate upstream
to other water bodies where
they mature after anything
from 5 to 20+ years.
Although most are supportive
of the seasonal ban, many
argue that reducing fishing
pressure alone will not be
enough to save the eel which
is also at risk from poaching
for the highly lucrative black
market in Asia, as well as
countless migration barriers.

NEW 2018 IRISH SALMON REGULATIONS
The salmon regulations for the
new season have been published
by Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI).
In total, there are 78 Irish rivers
open for salmon fishing in 2018,
with 36 of these open on a catch
& release only basis.
All the details pertaining to what
rivers are open/closed as well as

information
on available
licences,
bag limits,
tagging,
Jason Nash
Photo credit:
logbooks
and
regulations are available on the IFI
website.
CLICK HERE

A team of Canadian researchers have found
that fish living downstream from a wastewater
treatment plant showed changes to their
normal behaviour (ones that made them more
vulnerable to predators) when exposed to
elevated levels of antidepressant drugs in the
water.
The study placed goldfish in cages at various
points along a length of river, including
downstream of a modern wastewater
treatment plant. Their analysis found several
commonly prescribed antidepressants, known
as serotonin uptake/re-uptake inhibitors, in the
blood plasma of the fish that were caged.
The drugs increased the levels of serotonin in
the fish, which in turn affected their swimming
behaviour and made them bolder and more
likely to explore, meaning predation risks
increase. The drugs were also found to cause
damage to the fishes livers.

NOVEL BEACH CLEAN-UP INITIATIVE
LAUNCHED BY SEA ANGLING CLUB
A Wicklow-based sea angling club, South Shore SAC, has announced
plans to launch an innovative beach clean-up initiative at the start
of all of their club competitions in 2018, which they hope will be
implemented by other similar clubs throughout the country.
The club stated “Our first competition will begin with a beach cleanup by all members where we simply pass two black bags to each
member from first to last peg. Each member will clear their peg and
any visible litter in view. We aim to have a litter free beach to start
with for all future competitions. Every effort will be made to ensure
there is no rubbish left by any of our members at the match end”.
We probably don’t need to remind you of the severity of marine
litter so this is a great idea from South Shore SAC. As if this wasn’t
enough, the club also aims to use water buckets throughout 2018 to
temporarily hold fish before measuring to maximise their chance of
a safe return.
The club added “These very simple measure should promote both
conservation and a clean beach environment which is paramount to
the future of our sport”. We wish them every success.

GOVERNMENTS REFUSAL TO RELEASE SALMON FARM
DISEASE DOCUMENTS MAY BE INVESTIGATED
The proliferation of diseases on Atlantic
salmon farms - and the possible coverup of such information - has raised it’s
ugly head again after the Department
of Agriculture and the Marine decided
not to release documents relating to
diseases in Irish salmon farms, the
Sunday Times reported. This may now
be investigated by the Oireachtas
Petitions Committee.
Set up in 2015, the petitions committee
examines requests from members of
the public and is empowered to report
to the Dáil with recommendations,
as well as asking that its report be
debated by the Dáil. The request
for the committee to examine the
Government’s decision follows the
refusal of the Department of Agriculture
and the Marine to release records
relating to fish diseases at salmon
farms.
Allegedly, 41 outbreaks of disease
on salmon farms have been notified
to the department in the last two
years. However, the Boycott Farmed
Salmon Campaign which sought more

information from the department
under the Access to Information on
Environment rules, were told the
records were being withheld.
Now the Boycott Farmed Salmon
Campaign has asked the Petitions
Committee to examine the
department’s rather fishy-smelling
decision and, if necessary, take the
matter to the Dáil.
Additionally, Tony Lowes of the

Boycott Farmed Salmon Campaign
said recently published work in peer
reviewed literature showed fish disease
had spread from farmed salmon
to locally caught ballan wrasse in
the southwest. Wrasse are used by
an increasing number of farms as a
method of biologically controlling sea
lice epidemics. However, the wrasse along, lived, late maturing species - are
not sourced sustainably and they are
not released afterwards.

Salmon farming is coming under increasing
fire due to unsustainability and highly
questionable fish health standards
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CLOUD

S
o, it’s probably best to start at the
beginning, when a lifelong passion was
born at a very young age of around four.
In truth, although I was probably dragged
out into the cold by my Dad, Melvin,
far more often than my choosing, it’s
something that I will always be grateful
for and hopefully have a continued
passion for, as long as I live. Like most
people starting out, it was small pike of
3-4lb that were the order of the day but
I loved it and wanted to get out fishing
every possible chance I could get. At the
time, through the eyes of a youngster,
they all seemed big of course and the
size was totally irrelevant; it was just the
buzz of catching fish which gripped me.
I wish I could say this was still the case
- and to a certain extent it is - but the
actual size of the pike has become a lot
more important to me now and landing
those extra special fish is something I
have spent a large percentage of my
adult life trying to achieve.
Short sessions close to home
were about all I could manage at the
start due to the nature of the time of

year my Dad was pike fishing… and
the fact that at that age it’s hard to stay
focused for more than a few hours in the
Irish winter we are blessed with! I was
more than happy to tag along though
and I grew to love it and wanted to stay
longer and longer each time we went.
As time passed, I became better kittedout and gathered up more and more of
my own tackle. This carried on for two
or three years and by that stage I was
that bit older and ready to travel further
afield, fish full-length sessions and land
and handle larger fish. Slowly but surely
my personal best was creeping up and
I’d caught pike up to about 8lb, which
at the time seemed like an absolute
monster to me. Pretty soon, I realised
that I really wanted to catch my first
double so I stuck at it and eventually
I caught my first “big” pike at 11lbs
12ozs. I was absolutely over the moon
and remember it like it was yesterday.
It took a dead roach on a sunken float
fished 3ft off the bottom, just out over
the marginal drop off at around 15 yards
from the bank. As the months went on
I continued fishing this particular venue
over the school summer holidays with
my friends, lure fishing mostly, travelling
light and using plugs. Dozens of pike
were landed and, although mostly
small, a handful of low doubles were
caught.

A DREAM COME TRUE: PART 1
by Stuart Percy
Pg 10
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Caption:

First fish of the new millennium. I hadn’t quite reached the 20lb mark yet but was enjoying every minute

Caption:

A nice high double from an estate lake which
I had sole permission to fish. Heavenly!

A new level
Another couple of years passed of
catching pike aplenty to low doubles
and I had developed a real hunger for
my first “twenty”. A pike of this size is, to
a lot of people, the fish of a lifetime and
by no means an easy catch. The fishing
with my Dad during the winter months
as a young teen soon progressed and
that meant travelling a lot further
afield, to where the pike fishing that
could be experienced went up a notch
completely. A well-known Irish water
of almost 1000 acres, which reportedly
produced 20lb pike on a quite regular
basis, was the chosen venue and right
from the off I started beating my PB on
an almost weekly basis, creeping up
through the teens with fish of 15-16lb a
regular occurrence. Some sessions were
producing maybe three or four middoubles so the fishing was exceptional
compared to what I had been used to.
At this rate it was only a matter of time
before I caught my first twenty, or so I
thought! Talking to other anglers on
the bank who had fished the lake a
lot revealed numerous stories of 20lb
plus fish but they all mostly had one
clear advantage and that was a boat
to access the lesser fished areas of the
water. This was my first big lesson, and
probably one of the most valuable, that
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I have learnt in pike fishing and that
is that big pike thrive on neglect. Bar
none, I have yet to experience a day on
an unfished water that holds pike that
doesn’t blow my mind. A sad reflection
perhaps of the damage us pike anglers
can do to a lake, where even the most
experienced anglers will see their
catches go downhill because the pike
get smarter over time with repeated
captures. So, after hearing these stories
it was decided that to catch the larger
stamp of fish we were going to have to
take to the boat and seek them out in
more inaccessible areas. As luck would
have it, my grandfather had a 17ft lough
boat as he was a keen trout angler and
he was more than happy for my Dad
and I to take this with us to improve our
catches.

every year. As is often the case though
your expectations don’t materialise and
the reason why guys are so willing to
share such information is because the
place is already well passed its best this was another lesson learned.
A few low doubles were
all we could manage and it was a
disappointing drive home. We returned
for the next three weekends and 19lb
was the biggest that I could manage. It
was so close but so far. A new PB all the
same and a cracking fish from any lake,
of course. As soon as the pike started to
spawn that was the end of the fishing
for that season and onto other, warmer
weather species for the foreseeable
future.

“ Talking to other anglers... they all mostly had one clear advantage and that was a boat to access the
lesser fished areas of the water. This was my first big lesson, and probably one of the most valuable,
that I have learnt in pike fishing and that is that big pike thrive on neglect”

New season, new plan

Going afloat
Countless pike were caught every week
from the bank spots and mid doubles
were commonplace but it had definitely
become apparent that to catch the
twenty I was after it was the boat option
that was required. My first life jacket was
purchased, something which I would
never go afloat without (and highly
condemn those who don’t use one),
and the boat was collected and gear
prepped for the first day out afloat. The
excitement was uncontrollable and
there wasn’t much sleep had before the
5:30 morning alarm. Why so early most
people ask? Because from my own
catches I know that really I need to be at
the lake and set up ready for first light to
take advantage of the best feeding spell
of the day, at least of most venues I have
fished.
To be honest, we knew were
we were headed for before we even left
the slipway. It was late February and
the pike were starting to move into the
shallows for spawning. This can be the
best and most productive time of the
year, especially on the larger venues
if you can find the spawning areas as
there will be large concentrations of
pike moving in ready for the yearly ritual.
A point were the deep water ended and
a large reed-lined bay of 5-6 feet of
water lay in wait for us and we motored
straight over and got the baits out, filled
with expectations. I almost expected to
catch a twenty with all the stories that I
had heard from the other guys who had
fished this same area at the same time
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It was to be December before the pike
rods were dusted off and ready for
action once again. The first trip of the
season was to be more of an exploratory
one for smaller landlocked loughs that
were well off the beaten track and
hopefully untouched. We had already
looked at a small handful but due to the
unsettled weather during that period
they were all flooded and well coloured;
things weren’t looking good. We picked
one last lake to look at and just by pure
chance it was nice and sheltered and,
although a little high, it was still clear so
we decided to give it a few hours. After
a few casts around with a lead to get
an idea of the depths, it seemed pretty
featureless and quite shallow. No steep
shelves or clear deep areas were located
so a mackerel tail was cast out as far as I
could from the bank and the rod was sat
on the rests, drop off indicator attached
and bite alarm turned on.
No more than five minutes
had passed and the rod burst into life.
I couldn’t quite believe my luck, initially
thinking the line had just been blown
out of the drop-off clip with the strong
winds as I like to fish with it set quite
lose to minimise the resistance when
the pike moves off with the bait. I was
all for going over and putting the line
back in the clip and tightening it back
up again but the line was flying off the
reel at a rate of knots and my heart
skipped a beat. I struck immediately
and was totally unprepared for what I
was about to experience. As soon as I
struck into it the rod doubled over and
line was pulled from the clutch. The

Caption:

Caption:

Caption:

Five minutes on the right water is worth five years on the wrong water, or
something like that! My first twenty at 25lb 12oz from well off the beaten
track. This capture changed my pike fishing forever...

Like peas in a pod. Just some of the many mid-doubles that took my fishing to a new level once I’d
changed venues and started seeking out the lesser fished waters...

No prizes for guessing which legendary Irish water this fish came from, with the most infamous cypress tree in Irish
angling in the background! Hardly off the beaten track but a nice treat every now and then over the years...

shallow water of this small lake meant
it could only go left or right, staying
deep down wasn’t an option. As a result
it was pretty unstoppable and I knew
straight away that I was attached to
something special. I gained line slowly
and as it tired and came closer to the
bank it took to the air spectacularly
and showed itself for the first time. The
only word I can use to describe what I
witnessed was “amazing”. The pike was
massive, clearly well over the 20lb mark
and like nothing I had ever witnessed
before. Eventually, after what seemed
like forever, she was netted and there
it was lying in front of me, my first 20lb
pike. So much time and effort had gone
into catching this fish and it was hard
to take in the sheer size and perfection
of this beautiful creature. After being
quickly unhooked and slipped into
the weigh sling with the scales zeroed
they bounced straight round past 20
and all the way to 25lbs 12ozs. I had
just smashed my PB and not only that
but it was with my very first fish from a
new venue, within five minutes of being
there!
I can safely say from that day on
all my piking, or at least most of it, has

been done on limited access or hard-tofish venues. Years of fishing the normal
lakes and swims that everyone else does
had just been surpassed when a little
thought and extra effort was given to
choice of venue. This fish had exceeded
all my expectations and put me in a
position where my next target was going
to be a 30lb plus fish. However, this was
something that I knew I might possibly,
and more than likely, never achieve. A
thirty is bordering on the impossible…
How wrong I was, and over the next few
seasons 20lb plus pike were caught on
quite a regular basis.

The Holy grail
After my “shock” 25lb’er, I was well and
truly hooked on my quest for another
monster Esox and for the next few years
every season from October to March I
spent most of my weekends chasing that
Holy Grail. It wasn’t to happen overnight
though and as the years went on I drifted
away slightly and my weekends were
spent doing other things. In between
fishing I was to become a proud father
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“ As much effort as we can all put into our own
fishing there is, and always will be, to a certain
extent a degree of luck involved as well as skill”

Caption:

24lbs 8ozs of plump river monster. This was in absolutely mint condition and I was very happy - honest!

to my son, without a doubt the greatest
achievement in my own life and
probably the most life changing event
to ever happen to me. It goes without
saying that this changed my weekend
schedule for a while but slowly I returned
to fishing at some point most weekends
as the fire in my belly had returned.
As much effort as we can all put
into our own fishing there is, and always
will be, to a certain extent a degree of
luck involved as well as skill. It didn’t
matter how many pike were landed, 20
after 20 from largely or totally unfished
waters but the biggest I could muster

Caption:
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was 24lbs 8ozs, a lovely river fish. I was
enjoying it though and by this stage I
had accepted that if I was to ever catch
a “30” it was in the hands of the Gods
and not so much mine. How true this
was and one fateful Sunday afternoon
land meeting him at the lake. As soon
as I arrived I called for my ferry and
must admit that I had no expectations
whatsoever on the fishing front. The
trip was only an excuse to get out of the
house and blow off the cobwebs.
So, off we went, paying close
attention to the fish finder and soon
pulled the boat into the reeds at a spot
where the lake started shallowing up,
always a good area to be fishing as
(with all predators) the pike can lie there
in wait for their next meal to pass by.
Probably only about 15 to 20 minutes
had passed and I noticed a knock on
my rod tip. I grabbed the rod, opened
the bail arm and the line started moving
off slowly. The bait had been grabbed
by something, much to my surprise.
This particular water was reasonably
hard, with a low stock of pike but with
a chance of an above-average fish. I
struck and to begin with it didn’t feel like
anything to get excited about. It came
towards me without much struggle and
it wasn’t long before both of us got a
look at it. “It’s a good fish, Stu!” I heard
and then it just tore off! I don’t think
it had realised what was happening
initially but as soon as it got close to
the boat and woke up it just did what it

Caption:

Caption:

Another mint mid-20 which I very much doubt had ever seen an angler’s bait before, let alone the bank

A big one from 1000s of acres of water. After a few seasons, no water was
too much of a challenge with some confidence and a boat at hand...

Caption:

wanted and it was a case of taking my
time and playing it out to get it ready to
net, with which my friend soon obliged.
It was only when we attempted
to lift it into the boat for unhooking that
either of us realised how big it actually
was - this was something special and
was without a doubt going to be a new
PB! We pulled the boat a bit further into
the reeds and brought the fish ashore
for weighing and photographing. There
was a heavy air of anticipation as she
was put into the sling and hoisted from
the ground. For what seemed like an
eternity I waited to hear what she was
going to go and then I heard those
magical words, “it’s over 30, mate”. I
couldn’t believe what I was hearing and
I asked him to say it again! Eventually
after a lot of hand shaking and waiting
for the scales to settle with a final
weight, there it was, 30lbs 9ozs and my
first 30lb pike. It’s safe to say that any
remnants of the hangover had well and
truly disappeared.
Photographs were taken and
the fish was returned and powered off to
fight another day. As I was only wearing
wellies I had got soaked coming onto

shore and it was far too cold to sit in the
boat any longer so we fished for another
half an hour before deciding to call it
quits. I was on cloud nine and had an
indescribable feeling of joy as we left the
lake for the journey home. After several
years of fishing, what in my mind were
the right waters, containing dream fish,
Lady Luck had smiled down on me and
given me my monster.
For sure, it’s a day I will never
forget for the rest of my days and at the
time I thought that it was a pike that I
would never better. To be honest, I
didn’t think for one second that I would
ever catch another thirty pounder and it
didn’t bother me in the slightest. I had
caught my Holy Grail and was more than
happy. Little did I know that the next few
seasons were going to bring more 30s
and blow my mind completely...
SP

Part 2 of Stuart’s unmissable story
of true Irish giants will appear in
issue 21, out mid-March

Lady Luck was on my side that day. I nearly didn’t even go fishing! My 30lbs 9ozs Holy Grail
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SEA TROUT

troubles

WHAT FOLLOWS IS TOP IRISH SPECIMEN HUNTER SIDNEY KENNEDY’S
SUMMARY OF THE PAST TWO SPRINGS (2016 & 2017) SPENT FISHING
THE MOST FAMOUS OF ALL IRISH SEA TROUT FISHERIES, THE
CHALLENGING LOUGH CURRANE IN SOUTH-WEST KERRY...

WORDS:
IMAGES:
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Sidney Kennedy

Sidney Kennedy & friends
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O

ver the years,
my good friend
Dan Lynch and
I fished Lough
Currane only
a few times
each season.
On occasion
we have
landed some
hard fighting
salmon, brown and sea trout but
sadly, no monsters that the lake
is so famous for. Before 2016, the
largest sea trout we had managed
was 5lb 5oz and the biggest salmon
was 8lb 8oz. To connect with some
of the better fish we were told that
we had to fish through April, May
and June, to be in with a chance
of that dream fish. We had never
fished the place at those times of
the year because it clashed with the
best period for other species like
twaite shad, stingrays and general
coarse fishing. Even though I
promised myself that when I finally
caught a specimen stingray – which
I happily did, after a lot of time and
effort - I would focus my attentions
on sea trout, I left it a bit too late in
the 2016 season for Currane and my
results were far from outstanding
but, as always, I learned loads
and was more than ready for that
magical time of year when it finally
came around again.

Last year (2017) I was eager to give
Currane all of my attention and put
all other types of specimen hunting
on hold for the first half of the year,
so I invested in an array of new
lures, trolling rods and line counter
reels, plus a new electric motor for
trolling.
Dan and I launched the
boat at dawn and with the first day
of the new 2017 season started, it
only took half an hour before my
rod bent into a fish. As I got it to
the boat, I could see it was a spent
salmon and just as I put the net into
the water it fell off, which was no
bad thing as it saved handling the
fish and causing it more stress. We
put our rods out again and as we
passed over the same area, I was in
again but only for a few seconds as
it shook the hooks of my Rapala.
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Lough Currane

Opening day on Lough Currane, Jan 17th. For the last number of years Dan Lynch and I have often rented a boat from
the local guides, which is very convenient

Five minutes later, it
happened again; fish on and then
fish off! As you can imagine, I
checked the hooks carefully but
found that they were still lethally
sharp, so no problems there. Then
Dan’s rod got a tap and he quickly
bent into a fish but unlike mine,
his stayed on! This pattern repeated
itself all morning. Dan would get a
take and then land the fish (no big

ones, it has to be said) whereas I
would get a take and the fish would
come adrift for some reason. It was
incredibly frustrating but at least I
was getting hits.
As the morning passed
and the late January afternoon was
upon us, we were still hopeful that
a decent salmon or a large sea trout
was lurking in the depths. As I was
still dropping fish, I kept checking

A double-sided box of Rapalas in different sizes and colours. I recommend using the Rapala
loop knot to connect them to your trace/mainline

my hooks to see if they were the
issue but they were as sharp as they
could be. After hours of racking my
brains and tearing my hair out, and
watching Dan land fish, I figured
out that it had to be down to the
angle my rod sat in the rest so with
that I changed it more towards the
back of the boat, like Dan’s. It had
been fished out to the side all day…
				>>

As Dan grabbed
the rod I looked at
the fish finder and
it showed a depth
of twenty feet. As
our chosen lures
only dive to about
seven feet, it had
to be a fish! ...was
it a salmon or a
large sea trout?

SALMON 17TH JANUARY - 30TH SEPTEMBER
SEA TROUT - 17TH JANUARY - 12TH OCTOBER
		 (FLY-ONLY 1ST - 12TH OCT)
LOUGH CURRANE is located in the stunning Waterville, Co. Kerry,
a mere stone’s throw from the Atlantic Ocean and some fantastic
bass fishing as it happens. The lake extends to about 2,500 acres
and is 3½ miles long and 2 miles at the widest point. There are
many islands on the lough and plenty of dangerous rocks touch
the surface near the upper northeast section of the lake. In most
conditions, the worst of the rocks can be seen but, as with all
waters, if you don’t know the area then take your time when out in
the boat and keep an eye on any breaking water.
I’m led to believe the lake contains a prolific number of smaller sea
and brown trout as when there is a fly hatch on the lake it comes
alive with rising fish from a few ounces to a few pounds. If you
have a good knowledge of fly fishing and patterns then you have
a chance of some good sport when the hatch is on. There are a
series of smaller lakes and rivers upstream of Currane that I would
love to fish one day. Heading up the Cummeragh River, the main
tributary of the lake, is Derriana Lough with Loughs Namona and
Cloonaghlin sitting on an off-shoot up the smaller Owengarrif River
with Lough Iskanamacterry situated above these. Further to the
south lies Capall (or Isknagahiny) Lough up a short section of river.
These other lakes are not as famous or as well-fished as Currane
but they also get runs of salmon and sea trout, too.
Currane gets a great run of spring salmon and grilse, in addition
to regularly producing specimen sea trout, with some fish over
12lb from May onwards. It is also more accessible that the upper
catchment and, so long as you hold a national or regional salmon
& sea trout licence, is free fishing. If the upper lakes received
more attention from anglers I don’t think there would be much
difference in the numbers of big fish caught.
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launched, I was in anticipation
of what the day would bring. My
partner for the day was a friend,
Johnny, and as before we were even
half way down the lake, I could
see trout breaking the surface. It
seemed that the lake was alive with
fish. I felt a burst of life coming
back into me from that early start;
it was just what I needed. I was
hoping for a few early fish but
sadly, it didn’t happen until midday
once the fly hatch was over. Even
then, it was a tiny sea trout no
bigger than my lure!
With the lures checked
and put back out behind the boat,
I started to venture nearer to the
structures (rocks), and noticed
that the depth was still reading
over ten feet of the sounder. With
more exploring done around the
treacherous rocks, my rod was soon
tapping with another trout about
twice the length of the tiny one.
It was now three o’ clock and I was
already having to think about my
long journey home, when my rod
sprang into action and the clutch
on my reel made that lovely sound
that all anglers hope to hear. With
the engine flicked into neutral I
was into a heavy feeling fish that
kept deep. I wasn’t sure what it
was until it leapt out of the water
shaking its golden brown, spotted
head - what a lovely brown trout.
It did this two more times before

Dan Lynch carefully returning his hard-earned 6lb+ specimen sea trout

As I sat back, I could see
my boat partner’s rod getting a tap
and then hoop slowly over like it
was stuck in the bottom. As Dan
grabbed the rod I looked at the
fish finder and it showed a depth
of twenty feet. As our chosen lures
only dive to about seven feet, it had
to be a fish! As he lifted the buckled
rod, the fish just kept taking line
with nodding head shakes. It wasn’t
until it jumped clean out of the
water a hundred yards or so behind
the boat that we knew it was a
fresh-run, silver fish. The question
on our minds then became was
it a salmon or a large sea trout?
With the engine in neutral and
my rod in and out of the way and
net in hand, it was time for Dan
to concentrate on his bar of silver.
The fish was giving a good account
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of itself with huge runs and an
acrobatic display that would get a
gold medal in the Olympics. With
one of its last jumps close to the
boat, we could tell it was a nice sea
trout. We could clearly see it had
loads of spots beneath it lateral
line, unlike a salmon that mainly
has them above. As I slipped the net
under the fish, Dan shouted “it’s a
pig! YES!”. Surely this had to be the
specimen we had come for...
With the fish measured to
a length of 71cm (well above the
new length-based specimen for sea
trout of 64cm introduced last year)
we knew Dan had his specimen. As
we were close to land, we motored
in, gave it a quick weigh and it
pushed the needle of the scales
over the magical 6lb mark. With
all the pictures taken and some

No matter what I did all I could seem to catch were tiny brown & sea trout!
Some of the hatches were unbelievable

Chartplotter: invaluable on a lake like Currane

scale samples bagged for genetic
identification it was time to put it
the incredible creature back. That
was the last action we had that day
I could not wait for my next trip
when hopefully I would find some
more luck and actually land some
of the fish I hooked!

With the weather up and down for
the following two weeks, it was
a full 16 days later before I could
get back down to Currane. It was
an early start and we had to leave
Cork at 3.20am. The journey took
over two and a half hour with
my boat in tow. As we arrived,
the sun was starting to peek over
the surrounding mountains and,
with the gear sorted and the boat

We fished in flat calm conditions, wild conditions and the result was usually the same - tiny trout or no fish at all! Currane was a big challenge
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... I rested the
trout in the net,
supporting it
the right way up
so that it would
recover faster. It
is hard to believe
that such a
beautiful brownie
would be killed by
a lot of anglers

My jeep was home for far too many unproductive trips in 2017!

It might not have been a sea trout but what an amazing fish! 5lb 2oz of spots, safely released to grow on and spawn more fish for the future
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A throwback to 2011 & my long-standing PB sea trout of 5lb 5oz - hopefully I’ll beat this in 2018!

it dove under the boat. The fight
only lasted twenty to thirty seconds
more after that sneaky move but to
be honest it felt a lot longer. With
the fish weighed in at 5lb 2oz, John
set up the camera for a few shots.
While this was happening I rested
the trout in the net, supporting it
the right way up so that it would
recover faster. It is hard to believe
that such a beautiful brownie
would be killed by a lot of anglers.
In my opinion, Lough Currane is a
salmon and sea trout fishery and
therefore there should be a full ban
on killing brown trout. Currane is
in trouble of losing all of its big fish
from coastal salmon farming. Sea
trout are especially impacted by the
unnatural levels of sea lice from
these farms. I’m certain a full ban

on killing sea trout and salmon for
the next five years would enforce
the claims that the fish farms are
the problem.
With that happy, warm
feeling that you get after a nice
fish, I decided to search different
areas of the lough for an hour or
so before heading for the slipway
again but to no avail. Having fished
Currane a fair bit over the past two
seasons in particular I can safely
say that with every trip passing the
fishing seemed to get worse. Many
local anglers also share these views.
Far too many times we slept in
the jeep to see if we would maybe
have a better chance of a big fish,
trolling just before sunrise – but
the uncomfortable sleeps just
didn’t pay off. I plotted routes on
my fish finder to guide us around
the safe parts of the lake, through
the best areas of holding water I
could find and along contour lines
and drop offs, but we still had no
real luck, apart from Dan’s lovely
6lb+ specimen. A lot of the time it
seemed that there was not a fish
to be caught! I fished with Dan,
John and, on several occasions,
Ross Macklin and tried all sorts of
different lures and tactics, fishing
in what I would call the right water
conditions, searching the known
hot spots and areas were you would
think fish should be but with
little return for some 140 hours of
trolling.

Chances are, as you read this the
2018 season (at least on Currane
and a select few rivers) will not
have long opened and, for the third
year in a row, I will be down on the
beautiful Currane trolling lures for
a big salmon or, with a bit of luck,
sea trout. I really hope this year a
big one shows up in the bottom of
my landing net!
Best of luck this season,
SK
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IN HIS LAST OFF THE SCALE ARTICLE DR. KEN WHELAN TRACED THE
APPEARANCE OF PINK SALMON (ONCORHYNCHUS GORBUSCHA)
IN IRISH RIVERS. IN THIS FOLLOW-UP ARTICLE, HE REPORTS ON
THE INTERNATIONAL MEETING CONVENED BY SCOTTISH NATURAL
HERITAGE TO REVIEW THE POTENTIAL IMPACTS FROM PINK SALMON
AND TRACES THE SPAWNING AND DEVELOPMENT OF JUVENILE PINK
SALMON IN THE RIVER NESS, SCOTLAND.
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: THE SEQUEL

L

ast September (2017) Prof. Colin Bean
of Scottish Natural Heritage convened
a scientific meeting to consider the
medium to long-term impacts of pink
salmon on freshwater fish and fisheries
in Europe. The 25 attendees included top
scientists from a range of different disciplines
and the final report of the group represents
the most up to date assessment on the
potential risks to wild native freshwater fish
posed by the pink invaders.
Colin’s report contains both
good news and worrying news in equal
measure. Based on a full assessment of
all authenticated records it seems the
magnitude and extent of the pink salmon
invasion of rivers in Europe in 2017 was
unprecedented and showed that salmon
had migrated as far south as France and
as far west as Iceland. Indeed reports from
North America also showed that some pink
salmon have even occurred in isolated rivers
in Newfoundland and Labrador. To date
there is no clear reason as to why the pinks
enjoyed such outstanding marine survival
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“

the magnitude and extent of the
pink salmon invasion of rivers in
Europe in 2017 was unprecedented

over the past year (summer 2016 to summer
2017). However, pending genetic analysis,
which is currently underway in several
separate laboratories, it is assumed that the
pinks originated from rivers in North Western
Russia (Kola Peninsula) and / or Northern
Norway. A project agreed at the workshop
will test whether this assumption is correct.
The scientific group discussed many
aspects of pink salmon ecology, both in their
native range and in waters where stocks had
become established over recent decades. It
was clear that across Europe, particularly in
the more northerly countries, individual pink
salmon had been recorded since the 60s and
70s but the numbers encountered in 2017
were far greater and more widespread in
their distribution than ever before.

OCCURRENCE OF PINK SALMON IN EUROPEAN RIVERS 2017
COUNTRY

NUMBER OF FISH

COMMENTS
Recorded in 236 Norwegian rivers, extending
over 15 counties

Norway

2773

Finland

Unknown

Significant catches in the Tana and
Neidenelva Rivers

England

200 approx.

Many fish in commercial nets along the NE
coast

Scotland

145

Have moved as far as 50km upstream in Dee

Iceland

60

Ireland

32

Denmark

11

France

2

From North and West. Moved 34km
upstream in the Corrib system
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Gordon Copp of CEFAS in the UK provided
a very useful Rapid Risk Assessment (RRA)
of the likely spread and potential impacts
of the pink salmon. The origin of the risk
assessment approach lies in the nuclear
industry. The RRA is a dynamic process
which only deals with adverse impacts. It
allows re-assessment as new data becomes
available and is used to inform managers on
the likely impacts arising from a particular
event.
Interestingly, in terms of the time it
would take for the pink salmon to establish
self-sustaining populations in virgin waters,
Copp’s estimate was between 20 and 50
reproductive cycles (40 to 100 years). It was
confirmed at the meeting that the GB NonNative Species Secretariat (GBNNSS) plans
to carry out a full Risk Assessment for pink
salmon, as will IFI in Ireland and NINA in
Norway.
The group considered, in some
detail, different monitoring approaches such
as: angling, netting, electrofishing, visual,
direct and remote observations, the use of
fish counters and telemetry. One other novel
approach considered, which has already
resulted in a species specific eDNA probe for
Atlantic salmon*, is the development of an
eDNA probe for Pacific salmon by Dr. Jens
Carlsson and his team in UCD. Such a probe
could test for the presence of pink salmon in
both fresh and salt water and would provide
a quick and relatively easy assessment
tool to test a range of habitats. It was also
agreed to set up a Pink Salmon Genetics
Group to monitor any further influxes of pink
salmon into the rivers at risk and to gather a
bank of genetic information on any founder
populations of pink salmon.
In general, the workshop agreed
that there are significant gaps in our
understanding of the interactions between
Pink salmon and native biota. Low numbers
of invading fish, and a lack of opportunity,
has precluded properly organised scientific
investigation.

*Atkinson, S., Carlsson, J.E.L., Ball, B., Egan, D., Kelly-Quinn,
M., Whelan, K. and Carlsson, J. (2017). A quantitative PCR
based environmental DNA assay for detecting Atlantic
salmon (Salmo salar L.) BioRxiv preprint. First posted
online Nov. 29, 2017; https://www.biorxiv.org/content/
early/2017/11/29/226829
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DEVELOPMENT OF PINK SALMON FRY ON THE
RIVER SPEY, SCOTLAND 2017

PINK SALMON RAPID RISK ASSESSMENT
IMPACT

RISK OF SPREAD CONFIDENCE

Entry

Very likely

High confidence

Establishment

Very likely

High confidence

Dispersal

Rapid spread

High confidence

Natural

Rapid spread

High confidence

Human assisted

Intermediate

High confidence

Impact overall

Moderate

Low confidence

Environmental

Moderate

Low confidence

Economic

Moderate

Low confidence

Social

Moderate

Low confidence

OVERALL

HIGH RISK

“

1. Pink salmon eyed

eggs collected from
redds in the Spey on
the 9th Sept 2017.
The eyes of the
developing embryos
can be seen clearly
inside the eggs.

2. One of the

two identical
incubator used to
monitor hatching &
emergence rates

3. Some of the few

surviving alevins
recorded in the
incubator one month
after installation.
To this date the
mortality rate was
93%. A few dead
eggs can be seen
top right.

4. By the 30th
AFTER COPP (2017)

October the
alevins were
developing well with
pigmentation along
the flanks

5. A well advanced
pink salmon
alevin on the 13th
November

Interestingly, in terms of the time it would
take for the pink salmon to establish selfsustaining populations in virgin waters,
Copp’s estimate was between 20 and 50
reproductive cycles (40 to 100 years)

6. The three

remaining alevins
at the end of the
trial. The most
advanced was ready
to emerge as a free
swimming fry. Note
how thin they are,
an adaptation to
help them emerge
from the gravels

SPAWNING ACTIVITIES ON THE RIVERS NESS
AND SPEY, SCOTLAND
In my previous article (click here) I
mentioned that spawning pink salmon were
under surveillance by Chris Conway and his
team from the Ness District Salmon Fishery
Board. Over the autumn period Chris and his
colleagues have done an outstanding job
in monitoring and recording the spawning
activities of pink salmon in the lower river
and the subsequent development of the ova
into pink salmon fry, up to the stage where
they were close to smoltification. All of the
monitoring information and video footage is
available on the Board’s website (link at end
of article) and on their Facebook pages.
In summary,

Images courtesy of Dr. Brian Shaw, Spey Fishery Board

Chris found that the first signs of
spawning activity were recorded on the 11th
August when a spent female pink salmon
was seen exhibiting ‘cutting’ behaviour
on a redd (or egg nest). The fertilisation of
eggs was first recorded on the 14th August.
Once spawning was confirmed, Chris’s team
carried out surveys to establish the location
of as many of the pink salmon redds as
possible. This involved the use of an aerial
drone, together with walk over surveys to
confirm that the drone had indeed spotted
pink salmon redds. Once confirmed, the

location of known pink salmon redds were
marked with streamer tape, in anticipation
that the viability of the eggs could be
assessed over the following weeks.
On the 4th September, 200 pink
salmon eggs were recovered from a selection
of redds. The majority were found to have
already developed to the eyed ova stage. The
eggs were transferred into two fully enclosed
in-stream incubation chambers. These were
buried in the river gravel together with two
temperature loggers (one above and another
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“

Emerging at this stage is far earlier than in the pink salmon’s natural
habitat (November/December rather than April/May) and this may well
reduce their chances of survival in the marine environment

below the
gravel). This
allowed Chris and
the team to monitor
the survival of the eggs, together with the
time and temperature at hatching and
emergence (the point at which the fry swim
up from the gravel).
The eggs were regularly checked
by removing the incubators and emptying
the contents into white trays for closer
inspection. A newly hatched pink salmon
alevin was recorded on the 23rd September,
the first ever record of natural pink salmon
hatching in the UK. Further eggs were
found to have hatched in subsequent
days and, although survival was low
(approximately 3%), a number of the alevins
were developing well and beginning to
display evidence of a silver colouration in
preparation for their seaward migration.
On the 15th November the team
found that none of the fry had survived to the
point of emergence from the gravel. Despite
the mortalities experienced in the incubation
boxes, Chris tells me that he believes it
likely that at least a small proportion of pink
salmon contained in natural ‘redds’ in the
River Ness have in fact emerged. Emerging

at this stage is far earlier than in the pink
salmon’s natural habitat (November/
December rather than April/May) and this
may well reduce their chances of survival in
the marine environment.
Similar ground breaking work was
carried out by Brian Shaw and his team on
the Spey (see images on previous page & link
at end of article). The pattern of hatching and
development followed that on the Ness, with
alevins present in the redds by early October.
Mortality in the egg boxes was again high but
Brian managed to capture some stunning
images of silvery, pink salmon during
November.
Thanks to our colleagues in Scotland
we now have a much more comprehensive
idea of the events which unfolded
throughout last summer. It is a salutary
lesson in just how quickly an alien invasive
species can appear. As recommended by
Colin’s workshop it is vitally important that
we learn the lessons from this past year and
should pink salmon re-appear in 2019 and
in sequent years, it is vitally important that
a more comprehensive and co-ordinated
approach is in place to monitor and assess
the consequences of ongoing intrusions of
the pink invaders.
KW

FURTHER INFORMATION:
For a very detailed account of pink salmon
developments on the River Ness along with
some incredible video footage click here
For a more detailed account of the
development of pink salmon eggs and
alevins on Scotland’s River Spey mentioned
in this article please click here
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Quite often I am asked the question “why
are there no grayling in Ireland?” and
“how come they were never introduced?’
Unfortunately, it is one of many species
that never made it to our shores, the
so-called Lady of the Stream. They
are, however, found throughout the
UK and while they are largely inactive
throughout the summer months this
river beauty can give winter anglers
an abundance of sport on the rivers
it inhabits. What I have learned over
the years, through research, is that
they were in fact introduced on a trial
basis to selected Irish waters but failed
to thrive in the acidic waters... In any
case, grayling are a fragile fish in their
makeup and in order to introduce them
would take a considerable, large-scale
effort, or perhaps the right strain of fish
would have to be sought from similar
waters to our own. Alas, it is almost
certainly something we will never see or
catch in our Irish rivers.
However, all is not lost for the
grayling lovers or intrigued anglers as
just a short hop across the water can
put you in grayling heaven. Wales – yes,
Wales - actually boasts some of Europe’s
finest wild winter grayling fishing! Of
course, you can either fly or drive to
reach this location and there is a variety
of rivers that accommodate anglers
who wish to bare the cold Welsh winter
weather in search of the ladies - you
won’t be disappointed.

he that first introduced me to upstream
nymphing. Gwilym travelled that same
year to the World Championships in
Sweden with the Irish team and after
his mentoring for those two weeks I
was well and truly hooked on nymphing
for both grayling and trout. Much of
the way I fish today is grounded in the
approaches and thinking that Gwilym
passed on to me over this period.

RIGHT A typical run on the

Welsh Dee where you could
be fishing in just a matter
of hours!

BELOW Grayling are such
a beautiful, hard-fighting
and accommodating
species. I challenge any
angler not to enjoy fishing
for them

We normally do a two-day trip,
flying at 6am from Dublin to Manchester
with Ryanair, booking the car with Avis
or Dollar Thrifty at the airport before
the one-hour drive to the hotel where we
normally stay, which is The Hand Hotel
in Llangollen. There are other options
for accommodation also if you are
looking for something a little cheaper.
After some breakfast we pick up our
permits in the local hardware shop
located just around the corner from our
accommodation and we are on the river
for half ten that morning, just a matter
of hours after leaving the house! As with
all UK waters, it is a must that you have
local and national permits to fish these
rivers. The national rod licence can be
easily obtained online in a matter of
minutes at (click here) www.gov.uk/geta-fishing-licence and will cost you just
£30 for a whole year! Daily and weekly
licences are also available.

WHERE & HOW
I am not long home from one of my
winter trips to fish the fabulous River
Dee in the nearby towns of Llangollen
and Corwen, in north Wales. I have
had some cracking winter sport on this
venue over the last number of years
and if you were ever thinking of going
fishing for another species to pass the
cold, closed months on Irish rivers
then this fabulous place would be well
worth considering. It was way back in
2000 when I first wet a fly on the River
Dee. I had the pleasure of staying with
Gwilym Hughes in Corwen and it was
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“I have had some cracking winter sport on this
venue over the last number of years and if you
were ever thinking of going fishing for another
species to pass the cold, closed months on Irish
rivers then this fabulous place would be well
worth considering”
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On our most recent trip we
began, as normal, on the Golf Course
beat just outside the town and a five
minute drive away, one we know quite
well and which has always produced
good numbers of grayling for us. It has
some great water and a lot of quality fish
can be found here, too. We normally stay
around this location for the majority of
the first day as there is an abundance of
water to explore, and the days this time
of year are short so fishing till 4pm is
usually all the cold you can stick. But, on
your local permits there are beat maps
and if you wish to venture to other areas
then you can do so.
After a bite to eat and a few beers
by the fire in the hotel we get some rest.
The cold water and cutting breezes
will knock the stuffing out of you in no
time. Normally on the second day we
travel the 10 miles or so down the road
to Corwen and get our day tickets in the
local newsagents, just in the square of
the town for a very reasonable £20. You
also have the option of driving on a little
further to Bala (just into the beautiful

Snowdonia National Park) where there is
a nice tackle shop on the main street for
a walk around and a chat. Here you can
pick up your local permits and gather
some good reliable local knowledge of
where fishing is good at the time.

COST OF THE TRIP
After we are finished fishing on the
second day we usually pack up the rental
car and set off for Manchester airport
to fly back home, stopping for some
dinner on the way. The flight normally
leaves at 10pm and I would normally
be back in my house around 00.45,
although depending on where you live
this will obviously vary. On average the
trip (outside the evening meal and a few
beers) will cost around €120-150 all-in for
the flights, car, permits, and hotel; this
is travelling mid-week and of course the
weekends will have higher rates. This
makes it roughly equivalent to, or even
cheaper than, many Irish weekend trips
away fishing! You also have the option of
going on a one day trip, flying out in the
morning from Dublin and flying back
later that night. We have done this trip a
few times and although enjoyable there’s
nothing like getting into a warm hotel in
the evening and having a few beers and
a chat about the day. It’s this that really
makes these trips into lasting memories,
as I’m sure you’ll agree.

BELOW LEFT Fish
average up to around 1lb
8oz, with a 2lb’er a very
good fish but the whole trip
is about so much more than
pounds and ounces
BELOW The most

productive fly over the years
has been a simple size 10
or 12 Hare’s Ear nymph like
this. Both downstream and
upstream nymphing are
very effective for grayling

RIGHT Great fishing in

great scenery. Grayling can
often be incredibly close
to your feet so be sure to
wade carefully and quietly

“On average the trip (outside the evening meal
and a few beers) will cost around €120-150 allin for the flights, car, permits, and hotel... this
makes it roughly equivalent to, or even cheaper
than, many Irish weekend trips away fishing!”
The other option you have is
going via ferry. On our first couple of
trips we travelled this way and found it
convenient to be able to drive your own
car and load it up with a heap of stuff
you won’t need! To be honest it is a bit
more expensive this way, not very time
friendly and if the seas are rough - which
happens regularly during the winter on
the Irish Sea- you could find yourself
cancelling more trips than you actually
go on.

TACTICS
Fishing in these winter and heavy rivers
for me the set-up is quite simple. I use
my 10ft #2 weight Syndicate nymphing
rod with a Rio euro nymphing line
and a 14-15ft tapered leader that I
make myself. From here I usually have
around five foot of tippet; the diameter
is normally 0.10 to 0.14mm depending
on how heavy the river is at the time. I
usually fish two or three nymphs, again
depending on the water levels and
normally they are quite heavy.
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Our preferred method for the
grayling on the Dee is downstream
nymphing, using a heavy weighted
nymph on the point and following it
with two shrimps; we normally find
orange and pink to be the best colours.
We have found that Gammarus nymphs
work well, too, and as soon as the
nymphs swing around in the current
and you begin to lift them off the bottom
the fish will attack. We have also found
on occasions that if the first lift of the
nymph off the bottom fails to produce
a take, dropping it back down again
and repeating can often bring a hookup. This method needs some adjusting
during the different months of the
winter and depending on fish behaviour.
As we have discovered, the grayling
in December seem to sit closer to the
angler than in January which means you
have to discover the distance they are in
front of you in order to put your nymphs
in the take zone. Standard upstream
nymphing will also produce good
numbers of fish. Our most productive
nymph over the years is a simple Hare’s
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ear nymph tied on a size 10 or 12 grub
hook, with a copper rib and a pinch of
orange in the thorax , along with a 4mm
or 3.5mm copper tungsten bead head.
Wading rivers during the winter
months is a little more difficult than
summer time and I would advise all
anglers to carry a wading staff at all
times. Also, some very warm clothing
is required especially on your legs as
when you are in the cold water for any
length of time your legs don’t quite work
as well as the normally do. Regular
walks up and down the banks of the
river will keep the blood flowing. Some
good fingerless gloves can be an asset
to for the angler as when the cold sets
into your fingers, changing flies or
untangling tippets is almost impossible.
This will save an annoying walk back to
the car in the middle of the day to warm

up just to set up your rod again.
A big regret I have is that over
the last 17 years since I first visited this
fabulous river it has only been in the last
few seasons that I have gone back, when
it should have been a regular occurrence
over the winter months. But thankfully I
do plan to make it here a few times every
winter for years to come. It is a cost
effective, easy and very worthwhile trip.
I would recommend this venue to any
angler that is looking for something a bit
different for the winter months rather
than the normal trek to the rainbow
fisheries. Once you have made the initial
trip, you will be hooked on the Ladies of
the stream.
Safe trip!
PD

If you would like any further information
in relation to fishing the Welsh Dee then
look no further than the following club
websites. You can get all in information
needed in relation to fishing, permits,
beats and current water levels. I would
advise you to make sure and look at your
beat maps and allocated fishing waters
as quite a bit of this river is private and
you don’t want to stray to somewhere
you are not supposed to be!
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RIVERS

and the inhabitants of the
watery elements are made for
wise men to contemplate and
for fools to pass by without
consideration
Izaak Walton, The Compleat Angler(1653)
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AND MANY MORE TOP BRANDS!

1 Friars Mill Road,
Mullingar,
Co. Westmeath

Tel: 044-9301133

Aimed directly at the match or dedicated angler who fish with long range, fixed
spool surf casting rods and need the flexibility of using different diameter lines.
A versatile reel that can accommodate any one of three spare spools available.
This expandable system gives you the versatility to adapt to any fishing situation.
Features an ultra precise drag, a slow oscillation system and comes with a
medium and deep spool, reel bag and spool bands.
Tech Specs: 11 Shielded SS Bearings, Gear Ratio 4.6:1

VIRTUOSO XT - RRP £79.99 | SPARE SPOOLS - RRP £15.99 to £17.99
/TRONIXPRO

/TRONIXPRO1

/TRONIXPRO

#TRONIXPRO#VIRTUOSO

FOR NEWS, BLOGS AND YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST VISIT WWW.TRONIXPRO.COM
#YOURCATCHES - CAUGHT A PRIZED CATCH ON OUR GEAR, WE WANT TO KNOW ABOUT IT, SUBMIT YOURS TODAY AT
WWW.TRONIXFISHING.COM/YOUR-CATCHES
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Gary Robinson is a
passionate lifelong
all-round angler, nature
lover, writer, kayak
enthusiast and qualified
freshwater & marine
biologist (B.Sc. Hons.)

Surely there is a better alternative to dredging rivers to relieve flooding?
Yes, yes there is, & it’s high time Ireland adopted more astute, modern
methods says biologist Gary Robinson

There’s an area in Wales known as
Pontbren, located in the River Severn
catchment and featuring a small river
with an unpronounceable Welsh name.
The river regularly flooded rendering
land unusable and drainage was a
major problem. With the joining of
Wales to the EU, the farmers from
this small agricultural section of the
Welsh countryside diligently adopted
the directives from the EU’s Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP) in the hopes of
better returns from their farming efforts.
In line with policy they drained, cleared
and reseeded land, stock numbers
were raised and continental breeds
were introduced. Indeed, profits did go
up but at a cost.
By the early 1990’s this
community of Welsh farmers had
realised that after 20+ years of the
CAP and its promises, they were no
better off at all. They were working
harder, changes they had made to the
landscape had deteriorated the land,
any profits were being negated by rising

The restoration of upland natural tree buffers in Portbren, Wales
has been a resounding success in alleviating flooding
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feed, fertiliser and bedding costs and
flooding was becoming more frequent.
Sound familiar? Disillusioned with the
poor returns from the EU’s CAP, some
of the farmers decided to abandon
its directives and to approach their
farming in a more sustainable manner.
Initially, some 26.5km of hedgerow
were reintroduced along with the
planting of 120,000 native trees
which accounted for roughly 5% of
the total farmland to be improved
(approx. 1,000 hectares). Removing
them had damaged the landscape by
simplifying it and removing multiple
and varied habitats. It was thought
that by reintroducing these trees and
hedgerows less topsoil and its nutrients
would be washed away during rainfall
events, thus improving the quality of
the land. The windbreaks provided
would also keep livestock sheltered
during high winds and heavy rains.
The forestry is also managed to a point
where it can provide enough wood
chippings annually to provide bedding

for the livestock, thus reducing farmer’s
expenses.
The creation of five acres of
wetlands/bog in the area was also
implemented. The 12 ponds that
made up these wetlands would act
as natural reservoirs on the farmland.
During periods of heavy rainfall these
wetlands would soak up most of
the excess surface water, releasing it
slowly through the ground and into
the local streams and river. Think of
wetland or bog as a sponge; it soaks up
huge amounts of water which it then
allows to drain from it slowly when no
pressure is applied. The changes in
land use saw a conversion of just 5%
of the farmland from open pasture
to hedgerow, forestry and wetland,
improving the land naturally for the
farmers involved.
All this work had an
unforeseen consequence; flooding
became a thing of the past for this
community. Monitoring has been
ongoing in the area and the results
of some scientific experiments have
been startling, to say the least. The
farmers had assumed that the planting
of native tree and hedgerow species

Poor upper river catchment management
leads to yearly lowland flooding events

would improve their land in terms
of quality but it had also increased
its drainage capacity considerably.
Observation told scientists that the
areas that had been replanted were
draining over 60 times faster than those
of open pasture only 10 metres away
from the trees! Sounds far-fetched but
when one considers that a mature
tree can absorb more than a couple
of hundred litres of water in a day it

becomes apparent that reforesting
areas has the potential to soak up
floodwaters like blotting paper!
By replacing just 5% of
the cleared and drained land with
native planting and wetlands, peak
water flows during flood events have
been reduced by almost 30%. If the
percentage of restored land grew by
another few percent then the highest
floodwaters will be 50%, or half, of what

BY REPLACING JUST 5% OF THE CLEARED AND DRAINED LAND
WITH NATIVE PLANTING AND WETLANDS, PEAK WATER FLOWS
DURING FLOOD EVENTS HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY ALMOST 30%

© Woodland Trust (UK)
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WE DON’T CARE MUCH FOR LONG TERM PLANS BECAUSE OUR POLITICIANS THINK AS FAR AS
THE NEXT ELECTION AND NO FURTHER. THE COMMON RESPONSE FROM OUR POLITICIANS IS TO
BUILD FLOOD WALLS AND DREDGE, EFFECTIVELY TO CANALISE OUR RIVERS AND TURN THEM
INTO NOTHING MORE THAN FLOOD DRAINS

Straightening and dredging kills rivers. An
invertebrate kick sample here returned very
low species diversity. Few fish remain...

they have previously been. Therefore,
it makes perfect sense to go about the
reintroduction of trees and bogland
along our rivers if we wish to reduce
our water flows and severely reduce
the human impact from flooding, a
natural phenomenon that seems to be
occurring with increasing frequency.
Other benefits to the countryside have
included the creation of newer and
diversified habitat on farmland. This
has seen an increase in the number
of species returning to utilise these
habitats. One great example are the
raptors, the agri-sector’s natural answer
to mouse and rat control.
An improvement in
the livestock and their home,
improvements to the local habitats,
increases in wildlife diversity and the
ecosystem services they provide and
a big reduction in water levels make
a project like the one undertaken
in Pontbren the ideal candidate for
implementation in Ireland. We are a
predominantly agricultural nation.
There is more cleared land in Ireland
now for the agricultural sector than
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ever before, floods are becoming
more frequent and vicious and we are
losing our native flora and fauna at an
alarming rate. To implement a policy
of flood protection through better land
use and management makes perfect
sense. But we don’t do ‘perfect sense’
here. We don’t care much for long
term plans because our politicians
think as far as the next election and no
further. The common response from
our politicians is to build flood walls
and dredge, effectively to canalise our
rivers and turn them into nothing more
than flood drains. There are a couple of
reasons why this is a terrible idea.
Firstly, a dredged river is
a river that has been stripped of its
substrate, the bottom. It is here that
the invertebrates, which form the basis
of the aquatic food webs, flourish. It is
here that fish spawn. To remove this
material is to destroy the aquatic life

found in rivers and on their banks.
Anecdotal evidence abounds of OPW
relief drainage schemes destroying the
fishing in small streams and rivers for
generations. Take away the food and
spawning grounds and the fish have
nowhere to go.
Environmental cost aside, let
us look at the human cost. Dredging
and channelling rivers encourages
faster water flow. Canalising them by
removing bends and straightening
them also adds to this increased water
flow. What this means is that the land
surrounding the dredged rivers drain
very quickly but all this water has to go
somewhere. Gravity dictates that it will
flow downstream at a much faster rate
than it is supposed to. Where does it go
to? It doesn’t disappear! It ends up at
the bottom of the system and can be
a major exacerbating factor in coastal
flooding events.

What was once a small salmonid spawning stream in Galway is now being
widened, straightened and dredged to create a relatively lifeless storm drain...

Living only a couple of
kilometres from Kinvarra, Galway it
is fair to say that the flooding at the
end of January this year was relatively
close to me. A combination of low
pressure, onshore winds and a spring
tide were all blamed for a ‘perfect
storm’ of conditions that swamped
parts of the coastline along the west
of Ireland. I have not yet heard one
single suggestion that the huge rainfall
amounts during the flooding periods
may have found its way to the coast
faster than would have been normal
through dredged channels, swamping
an already stretched coastline.
Taking Galway City as an
example, the docks area here became
very badly flooded. It’s no secret
that the River Corrib only has a short
distance to run before hitting the sea.
The Lough Corrib catchment drains
a huge area of land and previous

... and the heavy machinery is there to continue
on with our 1950’s style of flood management

DREDGING IS NOT THE ANSWER, BETTER
LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT IS.
studies have shown to me that a lot
of the streams and rivers, particularly
on the eastern side of the lough, have
been dredged to assist the drainage of
agricultural land. High winds and spring
tides rarely flood the docks area. Did
the increased flow through drainage
and dredging efforts provide the straw
that broke the camel’s back? In this
case, has the dredging just pushed the
farmer’s problem downstream and
forced it to become somebody else’s
problem?
Unfortunately, our politicians
appear not to want to see sense when
it comes to this issue and are hell
bent on pushing ahead with dredging
programs despite many of the intended
dredge sites sitting in Special Areas of
Conservation and with no Appropriate
Assessment or Environmental Impact
Study being undertaken, something
required under EU environmental law
when working in these areas. Funny
how we can ignore the EU when it suits
us but at other times we have no choice
but to obey them (water charges,
anybody?). With the possibility of an
election being called at any time, many
a politician is out on the trail promising
dredging and flood barriers to all and
sundry in a pathetic attempt to secure
a few votes for themselves. The cynic
would also ask about who owns the
concrete companies that are going to
profit handsomely from these State
contracts? That could be a fine can

of worms to go poking around in for
anybody inclined to do so….
The notion of dredging was
first introduced wholesale to Ireland
after the completion of Ardnacrusha
hydroelectric dam on the Shannon.
Advice was offered with regard to
management of the Shannon and
dredging featured heavily. This was
in a time when environmental issues
were very much misunderstood and
long before we all became aware
of the importance of protecting
our biodiversity and the habitats
that support it. The global scientific
community has progressed a lot since
the 1950’s. Unfortunately, our river
basin management style has not; “But
sure this is how we’ve always done it!”.
Dredging is not the answer,
better landscape management is.
A project of better management
will improve things for us all.
Flooding events will be reduced,
the countryside will benefit from
increased diversification of habitat
and inhabitants. Most importantly, in
terms of this publication, our rivers will
remain intact and improved with none
of the substrate being removed and
less topsoil and fertiliser being washed
into them. That can only benefit our
fish stocks and our fishing!
GR
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constantly, striving to innovate and deliver a strong, customer focused
product with a keen eye to quality, cost effectiveness, support & design.
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Some wildlife to keep an eye out for when fishing this January & February

Common frog
Scientific name: Rana temporaria

The most common of three amphibian species on our shores, the others
being the toad and smooth newt. Frogs are ubiquitous in their distribution,
being found anywhere from upland bogs to meadows and ditches;
basically almost anywhere damp or near freshwater. Frogs
hibernate in winter, tucked away under rocks, logs and
even buried in silt at the bottom of ponds. They emerge in
very early spring for breeding, usually in February or March
although this is temperature dependent and is getting
earlier and earlier. Some of you may have even seen
them breeding over Christmas! Females lay 1000-4000
jelly-like eggs each (frog spawn) and these hatch into
tadpoles in about 30-40 days. Metamorphosis from tadpole to
froglet is complete in 3-4 months, provided they can avoid being eaten by
fish and water birds! Although often seen by day, frogs are actually mostly
nocturnal, feeding on almost any invertebrate like worms and insects.
Colour varies widely according to habitat. Their lifespan can reach up to
10 years or more but is usually less due to natural predation.

Scientific name: Buteo buteo

Historically persecuted and impacted
by pesticides but now a common sight,
particularly in the North and East of Ireland,
although found nationwide. A medium raptor
(bird of prey) often seen perched on fence
posts, telegraph poles, along main roads (looking for
roadkill) or soaring high up where it can be identified
due to its size and fan-shaped tail. Wingspan is
an impressive 1.1 to 1.3m. Buzzards have a loud
mewing call not dissimilar to a cat and are very vocal
for a raptor. Birds are strongly territorial and build
substantial nests of up to 1m across high up in trees
or cliffs. Buzzard diet is highly varied, including an
assortment of small mammals, birds, rabbits, insects,
earthworms and amphibians.

Up to 15-20mm in length

One of the two main species of sand hoppers
found along our coasts, the other being
Orchestia gammarellus (shingle & coarse sand
shores). This sand hopper, a small crustacean
related to shrimps & prawns, is often abundant
and favours the lower shore of sandy beaches
near the tide-line where it feeds on decaying
seaweed. Sand hoppers are mostly nocturnal
and hide under weed, stones or burrow into sand
during daylight hours. They also lay dormant in
the sand over winter. Of their two antennae,
one is always much longer than the other. Also
known as “beach fleas”, they are excellent
jumpers and a vital part of beach ecosystems.

Oystercatcher
Scientific name: Haematopus ostralegus

A large, attractive and easily identified wading bird along our open coasts
and estuaries (sometimes inland during breeding season April-May) with
a long orange bill, black head & body with white under parts. Their loud,
noisy “peep-ing” call means you will often hear them before you see
them. Oystercatchers feed on a variety of marine molluscs such as
cockles and mussels, as well as invertebrates. Despite their name, they
do not feed on oysters! This name is thought to come from a related American
species which often does. Birds are resident all year round but winter visitors
arrive from Iceland, Norway and the Faroe Islands. Oystercatchers are a longlived species with the oldest recorded bird living for some 40+ years!

“ Nature, time and patience are the three
great physicians”

Sand hopper
Scientific name: Talitrus saltator

Wood anemone
Scientific name: Anenome nemorosa

The wood anemone (pronounced
a-nem-on-ee) is a native, earlyspring flowering plant in the
buttercup family found frequently
in deciduous woodlands and along
streams and rivers. Flowers with 5-8
petals appear from February to April
and are usually white but sometimes
pink-tinged. Favours less-shaded
areas. In Gaelic it is known as Lus
na gaoithe (plant of the wind) as
its flower head is flexible and bends
with the wind.

Henry George Bohn (1855)
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The scoop
IRELAND’S STRAIGHT-TALKING ANGLING COMMENTATOR

Pike culling - who is really calling the shots?

Y

For my sins I purchase both
the Mail and Angling Times every week
mainly to browse over the UK river
match results and to preview any new
tackle that may be coming out. For
weeks I checked subsequent magazines
to no avail. The story didn’t appear, I
got a little angry and by November I
had put the Mail in the same category
as all the rest.
The week I penned the last
story for Off the Scale my wife called
to collect my magazines from our
local newsagents. Typically, filling the
whole of the front page was a picture
of a huge pike with the headline, ‘The
Persecution of Pike, Special Feature.’
Inside was a story covering four pages.
One full page was of a picture taken,
I would say, in the late 1960’s of a
group of twenty six smiling happy folk
standing or kneeling behind a pile of
around one hundred and twenty (120)
dead pike and
boy, were some
of them very big
fish (see opposite
page). The caption
read, ‘Slaughter
on the Shannon
Way Back When!’
One page had a
picture of Neville
Fickling cradling a
29lb fish with the
sub-line stating “As
a consequence of
culling in Ireland,
pike such as this
Lough Corrib fish are
almost a thing of the
past”.
The main
story goes on to say
that Ireland carries
on the persecution
of the species with
a vengeance. Gill
The recent front page of the UK Anglers
Mail, highlighting our pike culling problem
netting restarted
in 1996 on Mask

es, there are occasions when I
do get it wrong so I’m starting off
this instalment by offering a big
apology to the UK’s Anglers Mail. If you
recall in my last article in issue 19 (click
here), I gave them - along with other
UK magazines - the big thumbs down
regarding any support, or lack of it, on
the pike culling issue. I had talked to
Ian Chapman who writes for the AM
last year regarding the slaughter of Irish
pike by Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI).
He acknowledged we had a serious
problem here and said he would
discuss it with Thomas Petch, who is
their news editor. Several discussions
took place between us and the word
was that the story would go into print.
At the end of last August I received a
call from Thomas saying that the story
was a definite go’er and would appear
in the magazine the following week. It
didn’t!
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In the earlier days I
guess we could call
the attitude to pike
rather Machiavellian;
these days I call it pigignorant!
and Corrib and the huge fish they
were famous for are now long gone.
It tells of the efforts we are making
collectively as anglers to convince
the Irish Government that it is a huge
mistake killing pike in the name of
brown trout fishing. It also tells of the
total misinformation in the form of
press releases and posters that have
appeared by Corrib slipways which
highlights the desperation of certain
members of the trout fraternity. It also
states that, as primarily coarse anglers,
we all wish trout to survive (very true)
but it becomes a hard ask when you
see a dead pike hung on a slipway post.
Yes, it was happening way back in the
1960s and it is still happening now. In
the earlier days I guess we could call
the attitude rather Machiavellian; these
days I call it pig-ignorant! Oh, and yes, a
big apology and thank you once again
to the UK Anglers Mail.
The whole issue has made
me seriously think about what takes
place within the infrastructure of Inland
Fisheries Ireland (IFI) and who really
calls the shots. Why does it become so
apparent that the lords and masters
of the IFI pay lip service to certain
members of the trout societies? I got
to taking a closer look at the members
of those who sit on the board of Inland
Fisheries Ireland. In my humble opinion
any person who sits on a governing
board should have intense knowledge
of the subject seeing as they have the
power to determine its immediate
future. They should also be unbiased
and fair in their opinions. I offer my
readers a brief résumé of the current
board:

Fintan Gorman (Chairperson)

Sean Coady

Principal of St. Joseph’s National
School in Cong, Co. Mayo. Involved
in community projects and his local
angling club (you can practically
bet your life that nobody in that
organization will be using maggots and
groundbait or hurling a lure or deadbait
for pike on a Sunday).

A fisheries officer with the old Northern
Fisheries Board for fourteen years.
IFI staff voted to ‘elect’ Mr. Coady as
a worker representative in line with
section 13 of the Inland Fisheries Act
2010.

Martin McEnroe
Ex-member of the old Shannon
Regional Fisheries Board. Amongst
other activities, Martin was chairman of
The Upper Shannon Trout and Coarse
Fish Development Society. Active
member of the Angling Council of
Ireland, European Angling Alliance and
the Salmon and Sea Trout Recreational
Anglers of Ireland.

Niall Greene
Chairs the board of Salmon Watch
Ireland. Former member of the
Federation of Irish Salmon and Sea
Trout Anglers (FISSTA).Co-chair of the
North Atlantic Salmon Conservation
Group.

Dr. Francis Lucy
Head of the Department of
Environmental Science at IT Sligo
and full-time lecturer. Helped deliver
the now defunct Higher Certificate
Fisheries Management course. She
specialises in aquatic invasive species
such as the zebra mussel.

Patrick Gibbons
A commercial lawyer.

Bernadette Orbinski-Burke
A chartered accountant.

Fidelma McGuirk

The provocative image of a pike
cull on the Shannon system back in the
day used recently by the Anglers Mail

ABOVE:

So, there you have it. I have no doubt
whatsoever that all of these board
members are good, honest, upstanding
folk who in their own field have
outstanding qualities. Having said that
it is also my firm belief that any board
should be made up of a cross section of
folk who really know what makes things
tick. From a fisheries angle it should be
those who are well qualified to make
decisions beneficial to ALL species
and ALL anglers, and understand and
appreciate why they are doing so.
Catch you next time,
GC

An independent management
consultant working with EU
‘headquarted’ companies across
financial services.
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The brain child of England U21 International Callum Graham. The Tronixpro
Cobra Light is a British take on continental beach ledgering rods. Designed
to provide all the benefits of accentuated bite detection and delicate bait
delivery when fishing at range - whilst standing up to the rigours of fishing
around the UK and Ireland. Constructed of 40t Japanese Carbon and fitted
with FUJI Alconite KWAG Guides and a FUJI DPSSD P Reel Seat.

TRONIXPRO COBRA LIGHT - LENGTH: 4.2M - CASTING: 50-150g RRP £259.99
/TRONIXPRO

/TRONIXPRO1

/TRONIXPRO

#TRONIXPRO#VIRTUOSO

FOR NEWS, BLOGS AND YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST VISIT WWW.TRONIXPRO.COM
#YOURCATCHES - CAUGHT A PRIZED CATCH ON OUR GEAR, WE WANT TO KNOW ABOUT IT, SUBMIT YOURS TODAY AT
WWW.TRONIXFISHING.COM/YOUR-CATCHES
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MAKING THE COMPLICATED SIMPLE

Lymphosarcoma
- Cancer in pike

If you’ve done any amount of pike fishing, chances are you will have
seen or caught at least some pike with abnormal growths on them
but what are they, what causes it, is it harmful to the fish and is there
anything we as anglers can do to help stop it spreading?

Like all organisms, fish can contract
a host of diseases and infections and
this often occurs when their general
health or living conditions are poor
and below par. Different species
groups can be affected by different
diseases. Carp, for example, which
are one of the most farmed and
widespread freshwater fish on the
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planet, are notoriously at risk from
diseases such as Spring Viraemia of
Carp (SVC), Koi Herpes Virus (KHV)
and “carp pox” (another herpes
virus). Aquarium species like the
common goldfish (in all its various
forms) often become sick from swim
bladder disease and various bacterial
infections such as fin rot. Infectious

Salmon Anaemia virus (ISA) and
Furunculosis (bacterial infection) are
frequent killers of Atlantic salmon,
although these are primarily in very
unnatural, farmed situations but
both can spread to wild populations.
Both freshwater and marine fish,
particularly those bred for the
ornamental trade, can also suffer from

a wide range of parasitic, skin and gill
diseases.
Pike (Esox lucius), the focus
of this article, are unusual in that
they suffer from a particular form of
cancer – lymphosarcoma – far more
often than any other animal known
to science. This doesn’t just include
the familiar Esox lucius (known
elsewhere as Northern pike, due to
their occurrence in Northern latitudes)
but also their North American cousins,
the muskellunge (Esox masquinongy),
or muskie for short. Pike x muskie
hybrids – known as tiger muskies
given their stunning striped flanks –
are also susceptible to this cancer.
Other species including brook trout,
rainbow trout, goldfish, walleye,
zander, grayling, flounder, herring and
Atlantic cod, among others, have been
documented with lymphosarcoma
although it is far rarer in these fish
than members of the Esox family.
Cancers, in general, are relatively rare
among fish species.
				>>

Lymphosarcoma is an infectious
virus which causes malignant
tumours or growths to form on the
skin and within tissues of fish...

Above:
A basic representation of cancer cells
multiplying to cause a tumour
Below:
An Irish pike showing classic symptoms of
lymphosarcoma with tumours growing from
the tongue, mouth and teeth

Photo credit: Patrick Ryan
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WHAT IS LYMPHOSARCOMA AND
WHAT DOES IT DO?
In simple terms, lymphosarcoma (also
sometimes referred to as lymphoma)
is an infectious virus which causes
malignant tumours or growths to
form on the skin and within tissues
of fish. The technical term for these
cancerous lesions is a neoplasm.
Lymphosarcoma is an example of a
particular virus known as a retrovirus,
which actually integrates itself into
the DNA of its host using a particularly
ingenious enzyme. This makes
retroviruses very difficult to treat
with modern drugs and they are the
cause of various cancers, leukaemia’s
(cancers of bone marrow), and
immunodeficiencies in a wide variety
of animals, including fish. To date,
some thirteen proliferative diseases
in fish have been associated with
retroviruses. Incidentally, the most
widespread retrovirus in humans is
HIV (AIDS).
Lymphosarcoma affects
the lymphatic system. As with all
animals, ourselves included, the
primary function of the lymphatic
system is to transport lymph, a fluid
containing infection-fighting white
blood cells, throughout the body. It
is these white blood cells- a specific
type known as lymphocytes - which
provide the specific habitat for the
lymphosarcoma virus. The disease
is relatively common in domestic
cats and dogs, and is known to also
affect cattle, in particular. In fish, this

Photo credit: Gary Robinson
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Photo credit: Steve Farrell

retrovirus has been recognized for
over 100 years (since 1898) and has
been documented in many locations
in Europe and North America.
Interestingly, it is more lethal in
muskie than in pike. Humans cannot
contract the disease from fish.
Lymphosarcoma presents as
large, globular, external cancerous
tumours or growths which may be as
large as a small orange. Once inside
suitable white blood cells (in this case,
lymphocytes), the virus takes control
and begins to replicate. The cells
expand to make room for the new
viral particles and get progressively
larger. These affected cells eventually
burst, releasing millions of viral
particles to invade new cells. The
mass (or tumour) continues to grow
and usually becomes visible on
the fish. In pike these tumours can
develop on most areas of the body
but frequently occur on the jaws and
oral cavity, with the teeth and tongue
commonly covered in growths. In
some cases tumours can also be
found on the fins or in the muscle
tissues, often in the pelvic region
and the virus can also invades inner
organs, including the liver, kidney, and
spleen. Interestingly, previous, limited
studies have indicated that Scottish,
North American, Swedish & Finnish

Above:
A particularly large tumour in
the pelvic region of an Irish pike.
Bizarrely , tumours regress once
water temperatures rise in the spring
and all traces can disappear until the
following winter
Below:
Strangely, Irish pike are more
likely to have growths on the head
area whereas North American
& Scandinavian pike often have
tumours on their body only. There
are exceptions however, as this
Galway pike proves

pike tend to feature tumours limited
to the skin (dermal hyperplasia) and
posterior half of the body whereas
Irish fish regularly demonstrate
spreading (metastatic) growths
which often encompass the head and
mouth area. The exact reasons for
these geographical differences are
still unknown but are presumably
genetically-driven.
Growths or lesions appear
as ulcerative blisters or sores and
can vary in colour from greyishwhite to pinkish-red, depending on
the location and blood flow to the
infected area. The tumours are very

Lymphosarcoma in pike is highly seasonal,
with tumours developing in the colder
water temperatures of the autumn, winter
and early spring when the fish’s immune
system is naturally suppressed
soft and upon maturity can rupture
and appear as dead tissue. Lesions
are typically of paler colour in the
earlier stages of infection.
Pike infected with lymphosarcoma
can also be readily identified by the
appearance of distinct and quite
unnatural looking circular sores on
the body. To some these may look
like marks left behind by the parasitic
river or sea lamprey, which feed on
the blood of other fish. Tumours
are sometimes found in the internal
organs of fish showing no external
lesions.

WHEN DOES IT OCCUR & HOW
DOES IT SPREAD?
Lymphosarcoma in pike is highly
seasonal, with tumours developing
in the colder water temperatures
of the autumn, winter and early
spring when the fish’s immune
system is naturally suppressed.
Occurrence in wild populations has
been recorded as high as 10-20%.
Tumours spontaneously regress once
water temperatures begin to rise in
late spring and during the summer
few pike are found with any signs
of the disease at all. Strangely, this

spontaneous regression of growths
is rarely seen on muskies and up to
almost 100% of infected fish die in late
spring. Pike also die from the disease
although the mortality rate has not
been well studied. It would appear
though, from limited studies and
observations, that, although many
infected pike do survive the virus, this
is largely dependent on the severity of
the disease and whether or not it has
spread to vital organs. It seems logical
that the longevity of any fish exposed
to seasonal cancerous tumours, as
in pike with lymphosarcoma, will
undoubtedly be reduced. Secondary
bacterial and fungal infections
can also often develop at sites of
dislodged or ruptured tumours.
As mentioned above,
lymphosarcoma is a retrovirus
which uses an enzyme (reverse
transcriptase) to embed within the
DNA of its host. Although ever-present
in some environments, the ability of
this viral enzyme to function is much
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reduced at higher water temperatures.
In addition, lymphosarcoma mainly
spreads through bodily contact,
which in pike only regularly occurs
during the spawning season (mid to
late spring). Previous experiments
have proved that the virus can
be transferred from fish to fish
by rubbing tumour cells into skin
abrasions of others. Uninfected pike
kept in aquariums also contracted
the disease when infected fish were
introduced.
To further support the theory
that lymphosarcoma is spread mainly
through spawning activity, to date
only sexually mature pike have been
found with the disease. The majority
of studies (of which there are relatively
few) have found the disease to be
more prevalent in male pike, up to
every 9 in 10 fish in some cases. This
sex bias is most likely due to pike
spawning behaviour where male pike
routinely, and more frequently, grab
larger females with their teeth. With
regards to impacts on pike fertility,
in work on Irish pike by Dr. Maire
Mulcahy of University College Cork
in the 1960s & 70s, some small male
pike of spawning age from the River
Lee system in Cork were found to
have poorly developed gonads or
even none at all. Seemingly, this was
as a result of their lymphosarcoma
infections. Little further work has been
carried out to see if the disease affects
pike fertility on a wider scale.

OTHER CANCER-CAUSING
VIRUSES…
As well as lymphosarcoma, there are
also other similar retroviruses than
can occur in pike, although these
are much less common. Blue spot
disease (named for obvious reasons,
see above image) is the non-technical
name for EsHV-1, Esocid herpes virus
which results in distinctly “gritty”
or granular, pale blue plaques on
the skin. A similar virus presents
as a smoother dermal hyperplasia
(abnormal growth in number of cells)
with glistening plaques which are
opaque to milky white in colouration.
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Left:
Blue spot disease is another form of
cancer in pike but is much rarer than
lymphosarcoma and is not thought
to be as damaging. This virus is also
highly seasonal, appearing when
water temperatures fall

Photo credit: Fiachra Fairtlough

... although many infected pike do survive
the virus, this is largely dependent on the
severity of the disease and whether or not
it has spread to vital organs
Neither of these cancers causes
the large, protruding tumours like
lymphosarcoma although they
do both result in skin lesions and
associated haemorrhaging can result
in secondary bacterial and fungal
infections. Both viruses are also most
prevalent in younger, sexually mature
fish during the spawning season when
water temperatures have yet to rise.

WHAT CAN ANGLERS DO TO
PREVENT SPREAD?
This article has been a very brief
and simplistic look into the very
complex world of cancers, viruses
and fish diseases. In truth, little is
known about lymphosarcoma in
pike and there is still a great deal to
learn and study, particularly mortality
rates and the role anglers may or
may not play in spreading the virus.

Although untested to date, it would
appear highly likely that anglers can
at least facilitate the transfer of the
lymphosarcoma virus between both
pike and waters via landing nets,
weigh/retention slings and unhooking
mats and care should be taken to
disinfect all wet gear after any trip.
However, given that the virus is
naturally found in water, and that it is
spread by regular fish-to-fish contact
it would seem unlikely that anglers
can prevent the spread of the disease
entirely. However, a precautionary
approach is surely best. Of course,
the disinfection of wet gear will also
help to prevent the spread of other
diseases and infections, as well as
unwanted invasive species such as
zebra mussels and alien weeds.
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Sonik SKS alarm &
receiver set
Only €199 179!

Visit us:
Unit 23 Orion Business Centre, Ballycoolin,
Blanchardstown,
Dublin 15

AFW Bleeding trace wire
The first red coated wire
30ft only €5.40

AFW Titanium trace wire
Kink-proof & knotable
15ft €16.00

D & T Casting Clip kit
Cast deadbaits further!
Only €2.50 a pack

Now free shipping on
orders over €50!

Phone us: 01-8991185
Email us: info@mainirishangling.com

www.mainirishangling.com
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New range of the superb CTX match
& feeder rods now in stock

Korda Singlez bankstick system
in stock

Proudly stocking
Nutrabaits
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Our How to section helps you to catch more
fish! Hints and tips, tricks and edges for
game, coarse and sea anglers.
Want us to feature something in particular?
Then just get in touch on social media or drop
us an email at editor@offthescaleangling.ie
and let us know!

Howto

LEARN IT

DO IT

FISH IT

WOBBLING A DEADBAIT FOR PIKE

ADD SWAN SHOT
TO HELP SINK
BAIT IF NEEDED

CATCH IT!

		WOBBLE A DEADBAIT FOR PIKE

W

obbling a dead fish is the go-to tactic of many competition pike anglers but, it’s fair to
say, rarely gets a look in by others, with many preferring to use lure or normal dead baiting
tactics. Wobbling is a great method though, especially in its ability to catch numbers of fish,
and often provokes a take from a pike when almost nothing else will. It allows lots of water to be
covered and, unlike lure fishing, offers the additional attraction of “scent” in your bait.
There is nothing complicated about setting up a
wobbling rig! All you need is a typical deadbait
trace with a pair of semi barbed or barbless
trebles tied onto your mainline or braid. Hook size,
as always, is dependant on bait size but a good
starting point is a pair of size 4-6. A large single
hook (or pair of singles) can, of course, be used
instead but are perhaps better suited to smaller
baits...
Usually deadbaits are mounted tail-first (no hooks
near the head) as pike invariably turn baits and
swallow them head first - so this prevents deep
hooking. The only real difference between
rigging up a deadbait for wobbling as opposed
to normal ledger or float rigs is that the bait is
hooked the other way round, head first. Mounted
head-first, the bait can be cast out and retrieved
(like a lure) the correct way round to make it look
like a normal, swimming fish.
Wobbling is essentially like lure fishing, only with
a dead fish! Hooking is simple; push the top hook
through both lips of the fish (or eye socket) and
place the other into one of the bait’s flanks, or
along the back. Hooks in the flank will usually add
a more erratic action to the bait on the retrieve.
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STANDARD 18-24”
30-40LB WIRE
TRACE

Sometimes the addition of weights in the form of
large split shot or drilled bullets might be needed
above the trace to get your wobbled bait down
deeper. Always check how this alters the baits
presentation and behaviour in the margins
Bait size and type is entirely up to you but
bear in mind some deadbaits are better suited
than others to repeated casting that wobbling
demands. Smelt (shown in the diagram) is a
classic wobbling bait as are most of the coarse
species like roach & perch. Soft, oily baits
like mackerel, herring & sardines do not take
repeated casting as well but are still effective!
Just like you were lure fishing, your aim is to make
the wobbled bait look like a sick or injured fish
so vary your retrieve speed & pattern and add
lots of twitches & pauses to make the bait “come
to life”! Keep it slow. High-viz bait flags & even
rattles can be added to increase attraction...

Deadbait of your choice
hooked head first

Pair of size 4-6
semi-barbed/
barbless trebles

Most of the time an immediate strike is the order
of the day, just like when lure fishing. The old
wives tail of pausing to let the pike “take the
bait” is a recipe for disaster & deep hooking,
which can easily lead to a dead pike!
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STICK FLOAT FISHING ON RIVERS
Tip

STICK FLOAT DEPENDANT
ON RIVER CONDITIONS

Body

Float attached with
3 float rubbers

Stem

		FISH A STICK FLOAT ON RIVERS

S

tick float fishing on flowing water is certainly an underused method by modern anglers. Although,
like every method in fishing, it takes practice, following a few simple rules can see anyone fish
effectively in no time! Stick fishing is commonly termed “trotting”, whereby the float & bait is
allowed to run naturally downstream with the flow (with the reel’s bail arm open) to search out the
chosen swim - it can be lethal for silver fish like roach, hybrids and (on some rivers) dace.
Stick floats come in a range of shapes and sizes
to suit different river conditions and depths.
Generally larger floats are more suited for fast
flows with small, dainty sticks ideal fr close range,
low-flow work.
Modern stick floats typically come in a variety of
stems mainly made from:
1) Metal alloy, 2) lignum (a hard wood) & 3)
plastic
All have different uses. Metal stems are thinner
and meant for faster flows as they offer less
resistance to the water. Thicker wooden or plastic
stems are a good all-round choice for most
scenarios.

“Stick fishing” is usually for smaller silver fish and
so tackle should be light and balanced. Think:
small reels, long float rods of 12-14ft to maximise
line control & mono mainlines of 3-4lb. Often this
can be fished straight through to the hook in
case of hooking a rogue trout or larger fish but
lighter hooklinks can also be added to improve
presentation.
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Split shot spread out
“shirt button” style

Whatever strength mainline you use it MUST float!
Greasing the line with Vaseline or line floatant
will mean it stays on the surface behind the float
& allow greater control of the float as it travels
down in the current, meaning more bites are hit
successfully. The last thing you want is a big bow
of sunken line between the float and rod - you
want as direct a contact as possible.
Shotting patterns are very important for stick float
fishing as this affects how your bait falls through
the water and presentation. Usually split shots (of
the same size) are spaced out equally in a “shirt
button” style, which ensures a nice, steady fall of
your hookbait. Faster flows or deeper swims may
require the shot to be bulked 2/3 or 3/4 the way
down towards the hook in order to get the bait
down to where the fish are.
Correct loose feeding is vital to attract and hold
the fish and unfortunately requires a lot of trial &
error! Little and often is the key, say every one or
two casts or “trots” through.
A final tip is to fish two maggots as bait, hooked
at opposite ends. This prevents the hookbait
spinning on the retrieve and greatly reduces line
twist.

MAINLINE STRAIGHT
THROUGH OR
LIGHTER HOOKLINK

1 or more small
dropper/dust shot
Typically size
12-16 hook
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Thanks for reading...

Love the mag?
Then give us a like!

Ireland’s #1 angling magazine

